
Discipline Dilemmas 

By Hannah Sullivan! a freelance writer! certified fitness 
trainer and mother of a two year old. 

Discipline. Does the word itself conjure up images of 
a prudish school teacher rapping on your knuckles? Or 
a few swift lashes with a switch from the tree in the front 
yard? Alternately! maybe you think of that uncontrollable 
child in your neighborhood! swearing at adults and hitting 
other children while his parents stand by! afraid to "break 
his spirit" by imposing any kind of rules. 

As my son enters his second year of life! I am confronted 
by the question of how to discipline him effectively. How 
do we keep our children safe and well-behaved without 
becoming overbearing authoritarians? I have gathered 
pearls of wisdom from many mothers! and here are a few 
ideas that may help you decide how to define boundaries 
for your children. 

1. BE CONSISTENT 
Once you decide that a behavior is unacceptable (for 

me! this is hitting or throwing toys)! respond the same way 
each time the act is committed. My friend Anna's daughter 
knows that throwing a toy results in its removal. She tells 
her: "We don't throw our toys; they could break or hurt 
someone." She then takes the toy and puts it in a closet. 
Without raising her voice or creating a scene! Anna is able 
to convey to her daughter that throwing toys is unaccept
able, and her daughter knows that her favorite toys will be 
removed if she throws them. 

2. BE FAIR 
Make sure the punishment fits the crime. In Anna's 

case! taking the toy away after her daughter throws it is 
logical- her daughter can clearly see the link between mis
treating her toy and having it removed. It would be less 
effective to revoke some other privilege! such as watching 
a video or reading an extra book at bedtime, especially for 
younger children. 

3. STAY CALM 
We all have days when stress overwhelms us and we 

snap at our loved ones, including our children. Maybe you 
have been trying to get dinner prepared, and every time 
you tum around your son is climbing on the television. 
Eventually you just explode, yelling at him and surprising 
yourself with the anger in your voice. Because the goal of 
discipline is to teach our children rather than terrify them! 
this situation calls for an apology. Once you have calmed 
down, hug your son, tell him you love him! and tell him 
why you were upset (he was climbing on the television and 
could easily have gotten hurt). Then apologize for yelling
and be genuine! - and move on. Everyone makes mistakes! 
and apologizing to our children demonstrates our own 
willingness to accept responsibility for our actions! just as 
we expect them to do. 

No matter how many pieces of advice we receive! disci
plining our children is a challenge. We may second-guess 
ourselves, wondering if we are being too stem or too pas
sive. We may think that other parents are being critical 

of us for not having "perfect" children. Keep in mind that 
every child is his own! unique person. Some are naturally 
more adventurous and rambunctious than others. It is 
unfair to expect a lively! outgoing child to be quiet and 
calm! just as you wouldn't force an extremely shy child to 
perform for your dinner guests. 

If your only goals in discipline are to keep your chil
dren safe! and to teach them to be honest! kind, and moral 
people! then you are an excellent teacher and a wonder
fully successful parent. Trust yourself and your instincts 
- you have all the tools you need to raise healthy! happy, 
and loving children! 


